
Another dry week at forest school, lots of new experiences. This week we 
have tried whittling, camping, using the loppers and hammers.  
  
Hazel – This week we introduced Hazel to loppers and knives. Many had used 
loppers either at home or in horticulture before. Each student used the lopper 
to cut free a small section of branch before heading to the FS and learning 
how to whittle. With Miss Williams each student whittled a point, then use the 
stick to toast a marshmallow over the fire with Mrs Poll. We recapped on 
‘blood bubbles’ and the respect position.  
  
Ash -  a slightly different side of Forest School was seen today. As well as the 
regular activities such as the swing and mud kitchen, pupils in Ash were given 
the experience of camping. They enjoyed helping Miss Williams putting tent 
up, making sure they were careful to slide the poles gently through the holes.  
Walnut – Walnut love playing ‘1,2,3 Where are you?’ and were keen to start 
the session with a game. This week students remembered to hide in lots of 
different places to make it harder for the seekers. Similar to Hazel, Walnut 
enjoyed a whittling session, following it with toasting marshmallows over the 
fire. Oscar took control of the Kelly Kettle, whilst Miss Mielke led the den 
building (secretly enjoying more than any of the students!)  
Willow – Willow absolutely loved having the tents out during Forest School this 
week. The appeared to set a challenge to see how many they could fit in the 
tent at any one time! Some of the pupils to a hammer and nails to erect the 
new signs around the Forest School area and others enjoyed bug hunting 
they were finding worms, millipedes and many others.  Max stated, ‘I can see 
a koala bird.’ when looking through the binoculars.   
  

 


